OUR WEEKEND TIP:
WinterthurSCIENCE – special offer
The special WinterthurSCIENCE offer provides children and adults visiting the Swiss Science Center Technorama with a 30% discount on overnight stays.

For more information, visit: www.winterthur-tourismus.ch/science

For inquisitive minds
Technorama is one of the largest science centres in Europe. Its unique variety of experiments offers virtually infinite possibilities for experiencing the world of science in a thought-provoking and playful manner.

Unlike a museum, in a science centre you are encouraged to touch and play with objects. Natural phenomena need to be personally experienced. We do not learn to ride a bike by reading about it in books. Similarly, when we play with huge soap bubbles it is irrelevant how much we understand about physics. Active participation and our own personal experience are the keys to learning by doing.

Go with your gut feeling. Your natural instinct will take care of the rest as you let your curiosity, playfulness and joy in experimenting guide you.

See you soon at Technorama!

Our main sponsors:
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All information and texts in the exhibition are available in English, German, French and Italian. The whole exhibition is wheelchair-accessible.

Our themed sections

The world of natural phenomena is huge – just like Technorama. You will hardly be able to see everything available on our four floors in the course of a day. To make it easier to plan your visit, we have therefore divided our exhibition into individual themed sections.
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TOY TRAINS
Treasures from the largest collection of tinplate toys and model trains in the world.

PREVIEW
Take a look behind the scenes and try out the prototypes of our new exhibits.
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INVENTOR’S WORKSHOP
Become a designer and build a machine using everyday materials.

CURRENT AND MAGNETS
Unusual experiences with electrons and magnetic forces.

MECHANICUM
Get into the swing of things with gyroscopes, pendulums and springs.

LABS 1–4 / 7 (CHEMISTRY & PHYSICS)
Conduct your own experiments in our labs – professional support included!

LIGHTING ARENA (DEMONSTRATIONS)
The most high-voltage demonstration of electricity you will ever see.

PARK
Exciting experiments and quiet spots to enjoy the fresh air are waiting for you in the park. (Starting in mid-April 2021)
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MINDSCAPES
Don’t trust your five senses! Appearances can be deceptive.

MATHEMAGIC
Believe it or not – the fun begins where maths starts!

TEMPORARY EXHIBITION
Currently «Mirror, Mirror.»

WATER, NATURE, CHAOS
Experience the beauty of nature from its most fascinating and phenomenal side.

LABS 5–6 (BIOLOGY)
Conduct your own experiments in our labs – professional support included!

SCIENCE ARENA (DEMONSTRATIONS)
Find out more about gases or watch what happens inside our brains when we think!
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ADVENTUREROOMS
Together with your team, solve scientific puzzles to find the exit within 60 minutes. Book additional tickets online or at the information desk.

ET CETERA
An array of extraordinary experiments, games and interactive art works.

THE SOUND OF WOOD
Wooden machines to pedal and crank into action: irresistible fun with mechanics.

LIGHT AND SIGHT
Learn how light brings the world alive for us.

LABS 1–4 / 7 (CHEMISTRY & PHYSICS)
Conduct your own experiments in our labs – professional support included!

LIGHTNING ARENA (DEMONSTRATIONS)
The most high-voltage demonstration of electricity you will ever see.

PARK
Exciting experiments and quiet spots to enjoy the fresh air are waiting for you in the park. (Starting in mid-April 2021)